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	The Chief: The Life and Turbulent Times of Chief Justice John Roberts, 9780465093274 (0465093272), Basic Books, 2019

	
		An incisive biography of the Supreme Court's enigmatic Chief Justice, taking us inside the momentous legal decisions of his tenure so far

	


	
		John Roberts was named to the Supreme Court in 2005 claiming he would act as a neutral umpire in deciding cases. His critics argue he has been anything but, pointing to his conservative victories on voting rights and campaign finance. Yet he broke from orthodoxy in his decision to preserve Obamacare. How are we to understand the motives of the most powerful judge in the land?
	


	
		In The Chief, award-winning journalist Joan Biskupic contends that Roberts is torn between two, often divergent, priorities: to carry out a conservative agenda, and to protect the Court's image and his place in history. Biskupic shows how Roberts's dual commitments have fostered distrust among his colleagues, with major consequences for the law. Trenchant and authoritative, The Chief reveals the making of a justice and the drama on this nation's highest court.
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Foundations of SQL Server 2008 R2 Business IntelligenceApress, 2011

	Foundations of SQL Server 2008 R2 Business Intelligence introduces the exciting gamut of business intelligence tools included with SQL Server 2008. Microsoft has designed SQL Server 2008 to be more than just a database. It’s a complete business intelligence (BI) platform. The database is at the core, and surrounding the...


		

One Last Spin: the power and peril of the pokiesScribe Publications, 2019

	
		A poignant and compassionate work of literary journalism that tackles Australia’s most controversial pastime.

	
		Almost 200,000 poker machines sing and flash in pubs, clubs, and casinos in every corner of the country. They’re highly complex devices, their components designed by mathematicians, musicians,...



		

Microsoft Office 2003 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2003

	Hey, you know your way around Microsoft Office—so now dig into the 2003 edition and really put your PC to work! Covering Microsoft Access, Excel, FrontPage, Outlook, PowerPoint, Word, and new Microsoft Office InfoPath, this supremely organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds in...





	

Pro iOS Table Views and Collection ViewsApress, 2015

	Table views and collection views are the bread and butter of iOS apps. With them, you can create everything from the simplest of lists to fully tricked-out user interfaces. Pro iOS Table and Collection Views with Swift covers table views and collection views on all sizes of iOS devices, including the new Apple Watch.
...

		

Explorations in Computing: An Introduction to Computer Science (Chapman & Hall/CRC Textbooks in Computing)CRC Press, 2010

	
		Based on the author’s introductory course at the University of Oregon, Explorations in Computing: An Introduction to Computer Science focuses on the fundamental idea of computation and offers insight into how computation is used to solve a variety of interesting and important real-world problems. Taking an...



		

Adobe Creative Suite 6 Production Premium Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012

	 


	The tools for creating and broadcasting a professional-quality video have never

	been as accessible as they are today, thanks to more affordable and powerful

	recording equipment and computers, broadband Internet, and user-friendly

	software.





	The Adobe® Creative Suite® 6...
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